Bühler Care.
Customized preventive maintenance.

Service that pays dividends
The wide service spectrum with frequent inspections and analyses guarantees high productivity and long service of machines and systems. Guaranteed prices for the duration of the contract makes possible transparent maintenance costs that you can plan over the long term. This is how Bühler Care provides maximum investment protection right from the start.

Benefits
- Higher plant availability
- Risk minimization
- Transparent service costs that can be planned

Bühler offers three service packages for preventive maintenance:

- **InspectCare**
  Visual inspection of the machines at agreed intervals, including a status report with recommendations for replacing wear parts.
  Status report with recommendation

- **MaintainCare**
  All the services of the “InspectCare” service package plus replacing wear parts that are not included in the price.
  Status report with recommendation

- **WearCare**
  All the services of the “InspectCare” and “MaintainCare” service packages. Wear parts are included in the price.
  Wear parts included
  Replacing wear parts

Optionally available for the service packages:

- **Support Hotline**
  24/7 phone support for technology, operation and maintenance questions.

- **Remote maintenance**
  Inspection and elimination of faults on machines and systems by means of online access.

- **Training**
  Individual on-site training courses for operation and maintenance at plants.

- **Stock management**
  Overview of the available spare parts in stock inventory.
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